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ABSTRACT
The aim of a semi-supervised neural net learning approach in this paper is to apply and
improve the supervised classifiers and to develop a model to predict CPU usages under
unpredictable peak load (under stress conditions) in a large enterprise applications
environment with several hundred applications hosted and with large number of concurrent
users. This method forecasts the likelihood of extreme use of CPU because of a burst in web
traffic mainly due to web-traffic from large number of concurrent users. This model predicts the
CPU utilization under extreme load (stress) conditions. Large number of applications run
simultaneously in a real time system in an enterprise large IT system. This model extracts
features by analysing the work-load patterns of the user demand which are mainly hidden in the
data related to key transactions of core IT applications. This method creates synthetic workload
profiles by simulating synthetic concurrent users, then executes the key scenarios in a test
environment and use our model to predict the excessive CPU utilization under peak load
(stress) conditions. We have used Expectation Maximization method with different
dimensionality and regularization, attempting to extract and analyse the parameters that
improves the likelihood of the model by maximizing and after marginalizing out the unknown
labels. With the outcome of this research, risk mitigation strategies were implemented at very
short duration of time (3 to 4 hours) compared to one week taken in the current practice.
Workload demand prediction with semi-supervised learning has tremendous potential tin
capacity planning to optimize and manage IT infrastructure at a lower risk.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the new emerging IT technologies, usages data centre applications in cloud have grown
tremendously in the past decade to cater high user expectations. It is observed at many instances
the web-traffic or number of hits increases exponentially to a particular IT applications within a
very short span of time (called as internet traffic burst). As a results the CPU utilization of the
system increases drastically and has adverse impact of the performance of the IT systems and it
slows down the enterprise application system [6][14].
At many instances, the IT system crashes because the IT system cannot sustain the excessive load
under the peak load (stress) conditions. Sometimes the critical applications, providing services to
the public, e.g. air tickets booking, emergency hospital services, custom clearances at airports,
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etc. halt suddenly. These systems crash random and many times it happens due to unpredictable
high load or high volume of internet traffic. This results in adversely impacting the productivity
and the system performance degrades. In large enterprise organizations, it is found that many
times the system alerts are not observed and practically it is not feasible to take any remedial
actions e.g. load balancing, etc. Some key transactions become irresponsive and the IT systems
are unable to process transactions requests because of extremely high transaction rate which
peaks randomly. Managing the keys applications to run 24/7 at a high efficiency level is always
constant challenge between productivity, functionality and resource management [8]. Sometimes
it is observed that very little or no memory is available for the critical applications to run it leads
to a system crash. When transactions are being generated through internet traffic in a wide area
distributed network where the network latency and bandwidth are key factors impacting the
performance of applications, the scenario become even more complex [4][6].
Main objective of this research paper is to develop and demonstrate the use of a semi-supervised
neural net approach to predict the usages of CPU utilization under unpredictable high volume of
internet traffic under peak load conditions. To achieve this the work load patterns of the system
are observed and analysed for a long period of time (one / two years). Then critical work-load
profiles are extracted, which are hidden in the data generated by the key transactions of the
crucial applications. Profile data is collected to observe the CPU utilization under peak load
conditions (extremely high volume of web traffic) using data mining techniques.

2. RESEARCH QUESTION
Patters of CPU utilization at different time periods (during last one year) were studied and
analysed by collecting data from profile points which were configured at different instances in
the system. Load profiles were plotted and analysed to identify patterns. The CPU utilization and
work load variations were used to develop test scenarios for the validation tests. These tests were
conducted in the test environment. This helped us to identify the issues related in estimating a
peak load in a test environment. We used this information to forecast the likelihood of this peak
load in real world (production) environment. Using semi-supervised neural nets model we have
developed a forecasting model to predict the CPU performance under peak load (stress
conditions) in an enterprise environment.

2.1. Complex Integrated Environment
Public service departments of big size incorporates different types of system architectures which
includes some old applications (legacy) and some developed recently e.g. smart mobile
applications, video and face recognition in a cloud computing set-up, etc. We collected the
experimental data from a large and complex integrated environment with more than 300 servers
where many of them were distributed across multiple geographical locations (countries).
Validation were performed in a test environment (called as pre-production environment), which
represents a subset of the whole enterprise set-up containing and contains all applications with
the most recent releases (builds) but with limited data set. This test environment was also used to
represent a set-up with all applications of the department which are distributed in more than 52
overseas posts across the world.

2.2. IT Performance Issues
Computer applications are generally developed upon business specifications and are demand
driven. The business specifications are mainly dependent upon the user requirements which keep
changing over a period of time. There are some critical limitations when we evaluate and
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measure the performance of IT applications or performance of key transactions in the current
practices, such as 

Reliability Issues: System behaviour predictions e.g. response time, performance, etc., under
high volume of traffic are not reliable and consistent



Robustness Issues: Lack of a robust practical approach which can provide useful results in
short time frames. It is mainly due to the unpredictable and dynamic web traffic



Risk Based Approach: IT performance testing (Load and Stress) are mainly done on the
critical (high priority) transactions or on the high-risk areas only because testing each and
every scenario or their combinations is extremely time consuming and costly. So, the
performance tests are designed and performed on 


Key transactions (high risk) which has critical impact
Important functions which could impact people, important services or have financial
implications

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION
We collected raw data of key transactions from their data logs / files which were created at fixed
periodic intervals thought a day over one year period. Profile points stored data continuously on
pre-defined time intervals. These profile points were configured at different layers in the IT
infrastructure. Different types of transactional data representing key transactions was captured
e.g. transaction time responses, CPU utilization, memory used, bandwidth utilization, etc. and
this was used for analysis, training and validation purposes.
Performance testing experiments (load and stress) for validation were performed in an IT test
environment which represented a production like environment (representing a real work
scenario). This test environment was configured and integrated with other systems in such a way
that it simulated the real-world transaction behaviour. Monitoring of the identified transactions
were done using the profile points which gathered the response-time data during the serverresponse paths (server to client and client to server). Analysis of data, identification of work-load
patterns helped to improve our predictive model to forecast critical peaks considering the
dynamic nature and variability of the load patterns [13].

3.1. Identifying Work Load Patterns
Workload patterns are dynamic and last for very short time span. Some patterns are different
from the normal behaviour of a CPU. Many workload patterns are repeated at periodic instances
due to some internal processes. We created a virtual traffic in a test environment to generate these
type of workload patterns. We have captured transactions and relevant data for last one year with
the help of profile data points. These profile (data capturing) points were configured at different
threads, nodes and layers of the applications in the integrated test environment. We studied these
patterns and analysed the CPU behaviour and patterns.
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Figure 1. CPU workload pattern (% CPU Utilization), approx. 2500 hits per minute.

The above Figure 1 shows a CPU work-load pattern which follows a cyclic sequence. While in
the second graph, the % CPU utilization drops suddenly about 12% from 95%. The key
transactions response times were very high when the CPU usages were 95% and the system
responded slowly during the peak load spikes. We captured the data during the peak intervals
where we observed a typical pattern e.g. a higher CPU utilization for a longer duration of time,
clearly shows an abnormal behaviour of CPU utilization. We have also collected some data
related to memory, disk usages, database hits, network bandwidth, etc. during the peak CPU
utilization periods and did some analytics to find insights from these patterns for predictive
modelling. Hierarchical dependence and the impact of secondary transactions are out-of-scope
and will be investigated as an extension to current work.
It was noticed that the cumulative CPU usages generally follows a cyclic behaviour for some
transactions. These patterns can be represented by a time series consisting of a cyclic component.

4. SEMI SUPERVISED LEARNING MODEL
We used a labelled based semi-supervised learning approach to train our model and used labelled
data initially along with some amount of unlabelled data [12]. There are some advantages
associated with this research work such as a) We can optimise efficiency in terms of time and accuracy by predicting results which could
provide alerts to avoid failures
b) A scalable predictive approach
c) A model simulating analogies of work-load patterns based upon data sets captured from
different profile points
Assumptions: To develop a practical implementation of the semi-supervised learning approach to
work, we have assumed some assumptions e.g. when two distinct points d 1, d2 are close enough,
then there might be respective outputs y1, y2. These assumptions helped to develop a practical
model for a known number of training data sets to predict a set of infinitely number of test-cases
which are mainly unseen or unpredictable [11].
We have also used some labelled data points such as - effort, time, tools and resources. In view of
the potential implementation of the outcome of this research work, the semi-supervised learning
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along with forced-training method [3][7] has provided some useful outcomes because it is based
upon i)

Assumptions of forced regularization can reduce the training time

ii)

Learning of data set with both labelled and unlabelled data

We can take the feature vector 𝑥 (1 D) as represented by 𝑑 × 1 and it represents the % CPU
utilization of the system under test simulating the production environment. Let x is represented
by j×d matrix which is a feature matrix of the labelled data samples. Let xu be the matrix of
Dimension 𝑈 × 𝑑 of unlabelled data samples. Let w denotes the weight vector of our classifier
and y be the L×1 vector with labels encoded between the range of {0, 1} showing the features of
% CPU usages. The loss function in our classifier is defined as –
𝑗

𝐿𝑠 (𝑤) = ∑

𝑖=𝑖

2

(𝑥𝑖𝑇 𝑤 − 𝑦𝑖 ) + µ ‖𝑤‖2

(1)

Where µ is the weight decay L2 regularization. This is used to improve the performance of the
model for unseen data.
When we minimize of the above objective function, the weight is given by 𝑤 = (𝑋 𝑇 𝑋 + µ𝐼)−1 𝑋 𝑇 𝑌

(2)

An updated object is labelled with a threshold of ½1

𝑐𝑤 (𝑤) = {

1, 𝑥 𝑇 𝑤 > 2
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(3)

A variable u is introduced in the objective function (eq. 1) and this includes the unlabelled
objects. Therefore, the updated objective function can be defined as –
𝑦 2
𝐿𝑢 (𝑤, 𝑢) = ‖ 𝑋𝑐 𝑤 − ( )‖ + µ‖𝑤‖2
𝑢

(4)

Where Xc is the concatenation of X and Xu
Once we take the gradient (slope) of the function (eq. 4) and minimize labelling, each of the label
representing the % CPU utilization can be projected within {0, 1}.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND VALIDATION METHODOLOGY
We designed and implemented the following experiment set-up to execute of experiments in the
test environment –
i)

Virtual User Generator: to simulate critical end-user business processes or
transactions

ii)

Controller: to manage, control and monitor the execution of tests with specific
ramping up and ramping down slopes
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iii)

Load Generators: configured on servers to generate virtual user load. It simulates
work-load patterns with large number of virtual users generating web-traffic hits
simulating work-load patterns like web-traffic bursts

Figure 2. Load profile (ramp up and ramp down slopes) with virtual users

The above Figure 2 shows a work load profile of a group of virtual users (under peak load
conditions) with different slopes of ramp up and ramp down times. This simulates real work
user’s type scenario. This set up was used for validation of our results in the test environment.
Limitations: Different virtual users have different ramping up slopes. It is assumed that these
virtual users represent real time users but the actual ramp-up could have slightly different
gradient and randomness.
Our validation methodology and experiments incorporated simulated work-load patterns showing
burst in traffic at pre-defined intervals in the complex enterprise test environment. Then we
collected respective transactional data. The test environment contained a sub-set of full
production data which represents large data associated with the integrated applications in real
word environment. Over 215 real applications, fully functional, were installed and configured in
the test environment representing the real applications environment. This process included –
i)

Data collection, features extraction, analysis of workload demand patterns

ii)

Generate synthetic workloads patterns in the test environment

iii)

Execute stress tests in the test environment with large number of virtual users just as
a real

iv)

world scenario

v)

Confirmation of results by gathering data from different profile points configured at
application threads, nodes and layers

vi)

Train the model using labelled based semi-supervised learning approach (deep
learning paradigm with Expected Maximization) [7],

vii)

Forecast the likelihood of excessive CPU usages due to burst in the internet traffic
[4][6].
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6. PREDICTING TRENDS
To forecast a trend in the identified load patterns we have worked out the aggregate demand
difference of each occurrence of the pattern from the original workload and compared them. We
have used the modified exponential smoothing (ETS) algorithm with ETS point approximation
where point-predicts are equal to the medians of the predict distributions [12].
Figure 3(a) shows the results of a semi-supervised neural network model (using EM. This is used
to predict the % CPU usages under burst of internet traffic (web based) [9][10]. This model is
now part of the monitoring process to continuous evaluate the demand patterns, as shown in
Figure 3(b). This model provides information to system architects to set up alarms to take
remedial actions e.g. re-allocation of IT resources for efficiency and to avoid a system crash or
failure.

Figure 3 (a) Semi-supervised learning classifier (1 year data set)
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Figure 3(b) % CPU usages with peak load of internet traffic

Table 1 shows a comparison of % error loss with some relevant classifiers where our modified
semi supervised model (EM based) has shown minimum loss.
Table 1: Comparison of % Mean Squared Loss with two data sets of peak load
Learning Algorithms
Least Square Classifier
EM Least Square Classifier
EM Semi supervised

Data set730
13.05464
12.19138
11.93027

Dataset1460
12.65698
11.79293
11.74969

7. CONCLUSION
We have designed and implemented a novel practical approach to predict % CPU utilization
under the circumstances of unpredictable burst in web based in a complex and highly integrated
environment (test or pre-production) where over 230 IT applications were live. Thousands of
virtual users were used to generate a dynamic user-load under stress conditions. Our integrated
enterprise environment had a distributed system with more than 300 servers serving more than
500 clients concurrently. Using our updated semi-supervised neural network approach (EM), the
proposed methodology predicts and identifies the sharp increase in % CPU utilization in a
complex enterprise IT infrastructure. Data analytics enabled the system architects and IT system
capacity planners to distribute the load appropriately at different servers. The outcome of this
research has mitigated the risk of potential failure and improved the system performance and
outcomes. The mitigation strategies were implemented at very short duration of time (3 to 4
hours) compared to about 1 - 2 weeks taken in the current practice. Validation of our results were
done in an integrated test environment and alerts generated as soon as the CPU utilization of the
combined server’s crosses 75% threshold critical limit. This validated that our proposed
methodology to predict excessive % CPU utilization worked effectively. In addition, we have
found that this research is beneficial for our department in planning future IT capacity,
optimizing IT resources in the complex IT enterprise IT environment. As a result of this research,
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the load balancing was appropriately balanced and database server capacities were shared to
handle unexpected web traffic.

8. FUTURE WORK
As further work, we are working on developing a hierarchical semi-supervised learning model to
extract patterns while considering the impact of different parameters e.g. memory, hard -disk
failures, network latency, etc. and are trying to design an efficient semi-supervised learning
approach for predictive modelling.
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